the attention, little has been said of the "deferred management," one of the three major projects of the Master Plan for which Norton, Director of Physical Plant, outlined what exactly deferred management is. As he pointed out, deferred management refers to any Physical Plant activities that require improvements on our campus, but that may be deferred in the near future due to career limits or other more pressing projects. While the first two projects have received much attention, the deforestation of the rainforest.

During the evening, Kelly met with individuals into the afternoon, a tent housed all Sachem Walking Fox performed a Sound, an environmental organization as part of the eleventh annual Earth Day Festival. (Bovet)

Throughout the morning and throughout the afternoon, the atmosphere was that of a peaceful celebration. The keynote speaker, Bryant, emphasized that this event is a "roadmap that guides everything" and provides a "set of principles of sustainability" for the college to follow. He referred to the Master Plan as being the "blueprint" for the college's future. At the same time, he acknowledged the need to improve the physical plant, while also emphasizing the importance of improving the "quality of life" on campus.
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Should Conn Suspends Athletics It Can't Afford?

**POINT**

No one can dispute that the athletic program is a central part of our institution. The fact that we are a part of the

NESCAC (New England Small College Athletic Conference), which is in Division III conference, says enough concerning the emphasis Conn places upon athletics. However, in light of the recent news piece concerns over how the athletic teams are doing, is Conn the state of the athletic department and determine if we are giving all of our intercollegiate athletic teams a fair shot to play on Harkness Green, which isn’t as well maintained as other courts around here? The younger brother that gets constantly beat on by all the older brothers.

The problems with the courts are just one example. Without top-notch facilities, it is impossible to attract top-notch talent. As prospects look around and see better facilities elsewhere, the level of our athletic teams continues to decline, and this directly correlates with our ability to attract high-caliber student athletes.

So how are we supposed to attract top-notch student-athletes to our hockey program without even having a dressing room for the teams? Would a donor want to come to Conn to support our athletics? This is a question that should be asked of ourselves. Because the only way we will attract students is if we provide them with the best facilities.

Yet, this is one of the sports teams that the athletic department is funding. The problem is that Conn works on a budget, and the athletic department is the only one that has to work under the same constraints. The athletic department has to fund all of its programs, and the only way it can do so is by cutting the budget for some teams. Therefore, the athletic department has to make hard choices about which teams to fund and which to cut. This is unacceptable.

Moreover, the athletic department is an integral part of our campus community. As students, we are part of the community that supports our athletes. While we may not be directly involved in the athletic programs, we are still affected by the decisions made by the athletic department. These decisions have an impact on our lives, and we should be allowed to have a say in them.

Conn would have trillions of dollars, the sports teams would have money to hire coaches and support staff, and the athletic facilities would be up to date. It would be a shame, and budget cuts would be something that students would have to deal with every day.

Meanwhile, the basketball court? Isn’t there a leaky roof in the facility? The pool is in a bad state of repair, and the younger brother that gets constantly beat on by all the older brothers.
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OPINION

MORONICOSITY. The dread disease of every generation. If we ever get one of these, we're through. Besides, people aged 18 - 29 more than other than they did five years ago. Of course, they have a real life—just not your real life.

In other words, as students aren’t getting enough, and we’re certainly not getting enough.

What then are we doing with one time? We’re mostly paying up with the expenses of the student loans children who all decided that they needed college degrees, and an ego to prop them up. They can’t come up with any new forming excuses. We are all, in a sense, the offspring, the only two-page way. Why should you need a college degree to get temp jobs, a job to pay off your loan?

Fortunately, I don’t have any of these, yet. I’m sure that, as much as I resist mobile communication, I’ll be more than ready to have a cell phone, and check my email too. I don’t think that this is the future I’d like to see. I need a cell phone degree to do much of anything positive.

Bleeding Knees, and Robots in Disguise

Sunny bliss. You should think about your (ungendered) companion will do much of anything in your life.

In the class I had with that one, the sixties. In the same National Student Association study, Americans have it? He can be a plumber?

As a resident of Colorado, I see this firsthand: If you throw up the painkillers. Your mis led you.

You could be working in American owned factories, too. If you don’t, in the sun, rain, moon, trees, and animals. For nothingness.

In the 1870s, we lit the shrines to the Lords of laboratories, fifty-pound calculators, mentally superior men, (and women of late), God bless ’em, have demonstrated. Let’s take a day-by-day look at mono and its complications.

As a resident of Colorado, I see this firsthand: We've created a spray-able substance that kills mosquitoes, those who all decided that they needed college degrees, and an ego to prop them up. They can’t come up with any new forming excuses. We are all, in a sense, the offspring, the only two-page way. Why should you need a college degree to get temp jobs, a job to pay off your loan?

Fortunately, I don’t have any of these, yet. I’m sure that, as much as I resist mobile communication, I’ll be more than ready to have a cell phone, and check my email too. I don’t think that this is the future I’d like to see. I need a cell phone degree to do much of anything positive.

The main argument I have heard in favor of the electoral college is that, as the American philosopher William James stated, they do not have to explain to time, and prayed, bowed, begged, and worshipped their Lords.

With bottled real energy, the kind that lights up, and a switch for our dis- cretion, we lit the shrine to the Lords of laboratories, fifty-pound calculators, mentally superior men, (and women of late), God bless ’em, have demon-
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Beiser and De Mare Give Inspirational Performance

By JESSICA DESANTA

STAFF WRITER

It was a small stage. A lone piano was set up in the middle of the room. Aside from the piano, there was nothing else. The empty space was filled with the music of classical chamber ensembles.

The performance Friday night by cellist virtuoso Anthony de Mare was one of the most powerful and moving musical events this year at Coastal. Part of a year-long project that included dozens of pieces written in the second half of the twentieth century, but also worked to preserve and promote traditional country music, the performance exhibited the virtuosity and dedication to the genre.

Beiser Perfomred with Anthony de Mare (Courtesy)

The style of performance, known as “concert music,” provides a natural setting for both classical and country music. Beiser’s work is both inspired and not meant to be seen as a contradiction. Beiser and De Mare are masters of their craft, and both bring the passion and commitment to the performance.

Both Beiser and De Mare were dressed up in a hodgepodge of vests. Steve Day awed the audience with his impressive fiddling skills. The entire group played with people and with a group who was warming up.

The Bluegrass Cardinals were a non-regional group of five men who have been playing and creating new fusions of traditional music. They were just as impressive and engaging as any other Bluegrass band. The Bluegrass Cardinals presented an afternoon concert at Hoyts Waterford.

High praise came from five members who witnessed the concert: David Parmley, David’s father, and Randy Graham.
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Freddy Got Fingered

By CHRIS LEE

The College Voice April 27, 2001

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Green at His Most Offensive in Freddy Got Fingered

By JOSH ADAMS

The College Voice April 27, 2001

The First performance of the newly formed Conn Dance Ensemble was filled with the energy and enthusiasm of the dancers and their audience. The dance company's mission is to provide a creative outlet for students of all levels and backgrounds. The performance featured a variety of dance styles, ranging from contemporary to jazz, and showcased the talent of the ensemble. The dancers moved with grace and precision, captivating the audience with their fluid movements and impressive technique. The audience was thoroughly entertained by the diverse range of performances, leaving them with a lasting impression of the Conn Dance Ensemble's artistic vision and dedication to excellence.

Freddy Got Fingered

By JOSH ADAMS

The College Voice April 27, 2001

The film "Freddy Got Fingered" was directed by Tom Green, who is known for his controversial and offensive humor. The movie follows the story of a young man who is determined to become famous no matter the cost. The film is filled with crude and offensive jokes, as well as physical altercations and explicit sex scenes. Despite the film's explicit content, it has received mixed reviews from audiences and critics. Some viewers found it offensive and inappropriate, while others appreciated its raw humor and unapologetic nature. The film's themes of rebellion and self-expression resonate with some, while others are repulsed by its lack of social responsibility. Overall, "Freddy Got Fingered" is a polarizing film that challenges the boundaries of what is considered acceptable in comedy.
Administration, Physical Plant Work to Prioritize Maintenance
continued from page 1

According to both Norton and Hammond, the key in deciding with deferred maintenance is balance. The deferred projects are ranked in one single area, but instead is spread throughout the campus.

Physical Plant draws its funds for maintenance from two areas: renewal and replacement, and a more day-to-day operating budget. Renewal and replacement is for the projects of fifty thousand dollars or more while the day-to-day covers costs under fifty thousand dollars. The most recent example of a day-to-day cost is the Harris vandalism. Last year's renewal and replacement budget was nine hundred thousand dollars this year's dropped three hundred and fifty thousand dollars. For the 2001-2002 fiscal year, a recommendation of a sixty thousand-dollar increase has been submitted. It will be unknown whether or not this recommendation is accepted until the budget is released, which is expected by both Interim Provost Kevin Corr and VP of Financial Affairs to be done within the next week and a half. Whatever the final budget of the renewal and replacement, there are already some clearly defined ways in which that money will be used. The first of these is the rental properties across the campus. The 1962 room in particular, and the steam line that serves it. The Harris vandalism is also spoken of as an important piece of the college's community. The donation of money to complete the Lambdin renovation and the replacement of environmental services are also mentioned and are in need of "major repair and replacing." In addition to the rental properties, the work of Corr and Hammond, the 1962 room in particular, and the steam line that serves it. The Harris vandalism is also spoken of as an important piece of the college's community.

The afternoon and Session III: Environmental Justice and the Environmental Justice Movement. Christopher H. Foreman continued the session with a presentation on the future of the Environmental Justice Movement and how to proceed from here. "If you want to improve health in minority communities then Environmental Justice is a very difficult road to walk." Foreman stated that in order to pursue Environmental Justice, minority participation is a must. Communities must engage before damage is done, of the cycle of site and fight, that is first we see then we fight. He believes also that we need "new ways to stimulate community participation." As far as policies are concerned Foreman stressed the need to focus on issues that are unworkable and reasonable for policy makers to act. In doing this, action may be taken on the Environmental Justice Movement through litigation.

Benjamin Bryant gave closing remarks for the Conference. Not only did he emphasize the importance of teamwork and togetherness in making a difference, he also pointed out that people "must look to the roots of the tree" and the base of the problem. In order to create an environment that is just and fair, everyone must do their part and recognize that we must be more effective in our continued efforts and that we must work especially in cities and counties. "However the groups are successful in creating the plan and provide knowledge then help the community the issues at hand. Finally, we must document our efforts as a cultural outcome, build entirely new cities, and account for health in all present and future projects. Bryant drives the basic principal of the Environmental Justice Movement home with the statement that a "more equal society is a more healthy society."
Camel Tennis Ready for the NESCAL Championship

By MATT PRESTON

"As their schedule comes to a close, the Connecticut College women's tennis team is looking forward to a new challenge this weekend.

The team is expected to do well at the New England Small College Athletic Conference Championships, but the team isn't expecting anything to be easy.

"We have been working hard all season, and we're ready to take on whatever comes our way," said Captain Brooke Kennedy.

The team is not expecting anything to be easy.

"We know that we have to perform at our best to have a chance at winning," said Kennedy.

However, the team is confident in their ability to compete at a high level.

"We have played some of the best teams in the nation this season, and we know that we can hold our own," said Kennedy.

The team will face tough competition at the championships, but Kennedy is optimistic about their chances.

"We have a lot of talented players on our team, and we're confident in our ability to perform," said Kennedy.

The team will be looking to build on their success from earlier in the season.

"We have been working hard all season, and we're ready to bring our best to the championships," said Kennedy.

The team is looking forward to the challenge of facing some of the best teams in the nation.

"We're excited to see how we can stack up against the best," said Kennedy.

The team will be looking to win the championships and bring home the title to Connecticut College.

"We're looking forward to the challenge, and we're confident in our ability to compete," said Kennedy.

The team will be looking to prove themselves at the championships and bring home the title.
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SPORTS

Lacrosse Teams Jockey for NESCAC Tournament Position

With the inaugural New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) postseason tournament just two weeks away, the road to the 2001 NESCAC Tournament is rapidly gaining momentum. Times are a changin' and this year's contest is heating up. After a year in which one team almost literally cleaned up the competition, the forecast this year points toward a far more competitive Commonwealth War Group (CWG)

Women's Lacrosse

Offensive Drivers Map:

The Women's Lacrosse team has nothing to prove. They are already the reigning NESCAC champions. However, the road to the second consecutive title is anything but easy. The Camels finished second last season and will have to prove themselves once again. The goal this season is to solidify their position as a force to be reckoned with in the NESCAC and beyond.

Men's Lacrosse

The Men's Lacrosse team is also looking to prove themselves once again. They finished third last season and will have to prove that they are not just昙花一现。The goal this season is to solidify their position as a force to be reckoned with in the NESCAC and beyond.

Track and Field

The Track and Field team is looking to build on their success from last season. They finished second in the NESCAC and are looking to improve on that this year. The team is working hard to solidify their position as a leading force in the conference.

Crew

The Crew team is looking to build on their success from last season. They finished second in the NESCAC and are looking to improve on that this year. The team is working hard to solidify their position as a leading force in the conference.